
Sarvan� Bhava� Men�
97, South Road, Ealing, United Kingdom

(+44)2088430088 - http://www.saravanabhavan.com

A complete menu of Sarvana Bhavan from Ealing covering all 5 dishes and drinks can be found here on the
menu. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the website.

What wedwardes likes about Sarvana Bhavan:
This is an excellent and spacious restaurant featuring three rooms so you can be sure of getting a table. I've

never bothered with booking a table. I've only had Masala Dosas there out of the very long list of dosas
available. Very big and good value. Water is readily brought to the table but beer and wine are available. Lasso is

available. Very friendly staff. read more. The diner is accessible and can therefore also be used with a
wheelchair or physical disabilities, Depending on the weather conditions, you can also sit outside and be served.

What yaminis2019 doesn't like about Sarvana Bhavan:
Food is a class as always, undoubtedly lingering in house service was perfect at table 42, 07/11 @19.30, the

downside is take away, masala dosa, sambhar soaked vada chana bhatura. Chana bhatura packed billed without
chana on reaching home, the telephonic conversation with priyanka ends with a reply that next time free chana

will be given How is this possible, every other time when we order through Uber as well bhatur... read more.
Sarvana Bhavan The brilliant Asian fusion cuisine will thrill you, the perfect balance of traditional dishes and

exciting new creations will amaze!, In the morning they serve a extensive breakfast here. Guests also appreciate
the use of typical Indian spices, The visitors of the establishment also consider the comprehensive variety of

various coffee and tea specialities that the restaurant offers.
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Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

M�ica� dishe�
CHILLI

�tr� S�ße�
CHUTNEY

Südindisch� Gericht�
MASALA DOSA

Condiment� an� Sauce�
MUSHROOM

Ind� – Chines� (Vegetaria�)
PANEER 65

Restauran� Categor�
VEGAN

No� alcoholi� drink�
WATER

CHAI

India�
GARLIC NAAN

NAAN

MASALA

Ingredient� Use�
GARLIC

MANGO

COCONUT
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Opening Hours:
Sunday 10:30-23:00
Monday 10:30-22:30
Tuesday 10:30-22:30
Wednesday 10:30-22:30
Thursday 10:30-22:30
Friday 10:30-23:00
Saturday 10:30-23:00
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